DISCOVER AND LIVE
THE EXPERIENCE

THOMPSON ZIHUATANEJO

THOMPSONHOTELS.COM

WELCOME

MEETINGS EVENTS

TO THE THOMPSON ZIHUATANEJO

MAIN MEETING ROOM
Conveniently located adjacent to the lobby, this airy meeting space features grand,
vaulted beam ceilings and terracotta tile floors with Thompson’s refined contemporary accents. Equipped with high-speedinternet access, the room may be
configured in a variety of ways to meet your needs.
732 square feet (68 meters) for up to 50 guests.

THE BOARDROOM
Give up to 12 members of your executive team a seat at the table in a room
equipped for laptops and
devices, with coffee break and beverage service available.
250 square feet (23.2 meters) for up to 12 guests

HAO KITCHEN BAR

OVERVIEW
Situated along the white sands of Playa La Ropa, the best swimming beach on
Mexico’s Pacific coast, Thompson’s refined beachfront luxury will elevate your
meetings and events with a sophisticated take on the usual Zihuatanejo Ixtapa
hotel and resort experience. Here, your guests can unwind to tranquil waves, roam
a lush jungle landscape punctuated by cool waterfalls and tranquil lagoons, and
relax in the privacy of one of our swim up suites with private plunge pool.
Inside Thompson Zihuatanejo’s newly renovated one, two and three story
buildings, framed by rustling palms and coconut trees, our 56 airy guestrooms and
suites carry Thompson’s signature mid-century aesthetic. Accented with parota
woods, brass details, Oaxacan clay light fixtures and contemporary Mexican
artworks, the style strikes a delicate balance between old world and new, with a
subtle urban spin.

FEATURES
• Thompson’s sophisticated mid-century aesthetic on Zihuatanejo’s most
sought-after beach
• 56 spacious rooms and suites in newly renovated one, two and three story villas
• Five miles south of Ixtapa, 15 minutes from Ixtapa Zihuatanejo International
Airport (ZIH), a 45- minute flight from Mexico City
• 2 outdoor swimming pools (one adults/one family), air conditioned gym, yoga,
water sports, cooking classes
• Complimentary Wi Fi with full suite to sand coverage
• Luxury bedding, bathrobes Thompson’s DS Durga bath amenities
• State-of the art rain showers
• Craft cocktail bar gourmet mini bar
• Bluetooth speakers radio
• Satellite Flat Screen TVs
• In room safe, hairdryer
• Twice daily housekeeping
• 24 hour in room dining
• Complimentary valet parking

The accent is on fresh, Pacific-to-palapa cuisine with a dynamic, all day menu for
dining on the beach, by the pool, or at our lively open kitchen restaurant, equally
ideal for large receptions and formal dinners or for more casual gatherings. And for
the perfect complement to the sun, sand, surf and sunsets on Zihuatanejo Bay, we
handcraft our seasonal cocktails with fresh local ingredients for drinks and
receptions at the bar or on the deck.
1679.20 square feet (156 meters) for up to 200 guests.

CENIZA BEACHFRONT RESTAURANT
Under the direction of Executive Chef Miguel Baltazar, Ceniza (Spanish for “ash”)
takes wood-fired cooking to new heights for open-air signature dining and large
scale receptions under a candlelit palapa, with an adjoining beachside terrace for
casual cocktail gatherings.
Seats 70 guests inside the restaurant, 54 outdoors on the terrace, 9 at the bar, for
up to 200 guests including the beach.
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